Whooooo do you want to be?

There are no spoken words in this video. Upbeat music is playing.

A student enters the Athens Technical College Library. He goes into the library classroom where a librarian is teaching. The screen splits in half. One half is black and white and the other is color.

In the black and white half, the student is playing on his phone and not paying attention. In the color half, the (same) student is paying attention, participating, and taking notes. The class ends and the student leaves the classroom.

In the black and white half he leaves the library and sits by himself with his laptop. In the color half, he asks a librarian for help. Time passes. The black and white half of the screen shows the student spinning his wheels and getting frustrated. The color half shows the student working and getting finished. Finally, the in-color student is outside in the sun playing Frisbee with a friend, because he has finished his work and has time to play.

Meanwhile the black-and-white student is still working. He finds an article but in order to access it, would need to pay. He is frustrated and tired. Finally he gives up.

Words appear: Whooooo do you want to be? The folks at the library can transform your time from stress to free!

Credits: Thank you to James Madison University Libraries for their inspiration: “JMU libraries: spend more time doing what you love.”

Thank you to our star and former library student assistant: Devin Castle, ATC librarians Qian Fang and Beth Thornton.